LUKE TUCHSCHERER
YOU GET SO ALONE AT TIMES THAT IT JUST MAKES SENSE

Singer/songwriter Luke Tuchscherer – of acclaimed UK alt.country
band The Whybirds – has launched a solo project off the back of
a new record, called You Get So Alone At Times That it Just Makes
Sense.
Recorded with producer Tom Peters, the album reflects the more
acoustic side of Tuchscherer’s songwriting – featuring confessional songs, storytelling and social commentary – and has attracted
universal critical acclaim. The album was voted second best album
of the year in Americana UK’s reader’s poll (and Luke was named
second best male artist) and featured on multiple “Best of 2014” lists.
The record – with a title lovingly borrowed from Charles Bukowski –
was recorded over a period of 7-10 days, but those days were spread over the best part
of three years. Its official release date was 6 October 2014.
Bedford-based Tuchscherer (pronounced “Tuck-Shearer”) is 32 years old. Either on his own
or with his backing band The Penny Dreadfuls, Luke will be playing shows all over to help
promote the record.
PRESS QUOTES:
“Luke Tuchscherer knows his way into a good song, and You Get So Alone... is loaded with
them. Invoking love, loss and the intricacies of the human condition, Tuchscherer’s impassioned vocals and tasteful Americana instrumentation herald him as one of the finer new
singer/songwriters of today.”
– Rob Bleetstein, Americana Radio Chart Founder
“As a collection of songs it not only establishes Tuchscherer as someone who can craft and
arrange assuredly, but it illustrates just how brilliant a storyteller he is. Tuchscherer’s ability to
create such an engaging collection should ensure that You Get So Alone At Times That It
Just Makes Sense will be a contender for an appearance on any year-end list.”
– Americana UK – (8/10)
“An impressive collection of 12 well-crafted songs… It’s an excellent debut that reminds us
of Ryan Adams’ Heartbreaker in its thematic and emotional impact – a great compliment
indeed.”
– R2 (Rock N Reel) – (4/5)
“Americana of the finest kind.”
– Ctrl. Alt. Country – (4/5)
“An outstanding album that contains absolutely no filler.”
– American Roots UK
“This record is awash with top notch writing, stellar playing and more importantly connects
instantly. You Get So Alone At Times That It Just Makes Sense should possess two warnings:
not for the faint of heart, but essential for those who know good music.”
– Three Chords & The Truth
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